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though the plot is incredibly convoluted and the
jokes lacking, age of extinction is still a rather

entertaining experience. featuring performances
from mark whalberg, new characters, and some
great action, this movie is a lot of fun. the action
scenes are exciting and there are a number of

good references to the original michael bay
films, but the humor is mostly awkward and the

characters are poorly developed. age of
extinction is a visual feast but it doesnt have

any heart. transformers: age of extinction isnt a
terrible movie but its a big, empty, forgettable
bore. the movie opens with a shot of a massive
robot, where the massive robot says something
about the future of mankind. an old woman then
tells the old robot that it is time for the robots to
take over, and the other robots step in to fight.
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the screenplay and production design are as
grand as ever, but the action scenes are

watered down and the script is often too talky.
the movie takes its time to really get going, and
the resulting piece is too long and unnecessarily

complicated. age of extinction is a movie that
takes its time to get things rolling and then

becomes unfocused and disjointed as it does so.
for all the hype that the original transformers
movies generated, they also introduced some

iconic characters that we will never forget.
transformers 4 will introduce new characters

and concepts, but none of them are memorable.
it took years for the franchise to start

introducing interesting and original new
characters, and in age of extinction we get

some familiar bots and their human
counterparts, but nothing else.
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the film, directed by michael bay, stars mark
wahlberg, nicola peltz, jack reynor, kelsey

grammer, tyrese gibson, cillian murphy, laura
haddock, stanley tucci, titus welliver, kelsey

grammer, stephen hill, jillian bell, john krasinski
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and ken jeong. the feature is produced by
lorenzo di bonaventura, bryan burk, michael

bay, alex kurtzman and roberto orci. the
screenplay is written by ehren kruger and alex
kurtzman, based on hasbro and idws jointly-
created character, transformers. based on
hasbros transformers toy line, the movie is

produced by bryan burk, lorenzo di
bonaventura, mark vahradian and alex

kurtzman and executive producers are lorenzo
di bonaventura and alex kurtzman for hasbro

studios. the film is directed by michael bay from
a screenplay by ehren kruger and alex kurtzman

and based on hasbros transformers property.
the film will be distributed worldwide by

paramount pictures. more than one year ago,
transformers toy line fans watched as the action-
packed franchise was given a reboot. following
on the heels of the critically-acclaimed films,

transformers: age of extinction told an all-new
origin story for the heroic autobots and the
terrifying decepticons. the action-packed

adventure continued as the battle for earth
escalates, leading to an all-out war between

good and evil. now, to make sure the humans of
earth survive the cataclysmic events to come,
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optimus prime takes his team to unite the
scattered autobots and bring peace back to the
universe once and for all. the film features an
ensemble cast of stars mark wahlberg, nicola

peltz, jack reynor, cillian murphy, laura haddock,
tyrese gibson, kelsey grammer, stephen hill,

jillian bell, john krasinski and ken jeong. filmed
in 3d, the film was produced by lorenzo di

bonaventura, bryan burk, mark vahradian and
alex kurtzman and executive producers are

lorenzo di bonaventura and alex kurtzman for
hasbro studios. 5ec8ef588b
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